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Quantum Fluctuations of Vortices in Josephson-coupled

Superconductors.
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The effect of quantum fluctuations of vortices on the low temperature specific

heat and and reversible magnetization in the mixed state in highly anisotropic layered

superconductors is discussed. For reversible magnetization, M, the change of slope

in the dependence of M vs in B, observed in Bi(2:2:1:2), is explained. In the mean,

field approach this slope should be almost B independent. The specific heat due to

the vortex fluctuation contribution is predicted to be linear in T at low T.
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I. INTP_ODUCTION

The importance of vortex fluctuations for the vortex lattice structure was rec-

ognized long ago - they determine the Debye-Waller factor for Bragg peaks in the

solid phase [1] and give rise to the melting of vortex lattice [2]. These effects are espe-

cially strong in highly anisotropic high-To superconductors due to the small coherence

length inside the layers, (ab, and the even much smaller coherence length in the per-

pendicular direction, (_ = (ab/'Y, where "y is the anisotropy ratio. In the following we

will consider layered superconductors with Josephson interlayer coupling, _c(T) << s,

(s is the interlayer spacing) [3] where vortex fluctuations are maximum. The Joseph-

son interlayer coupling regime is realized in Bi- and Tl-compounds practically at

all temperatures below T_ and below _ 75 K in YBCO. In the Josephson-coupled

system vortices consist of two-dimensional (2D) normal cores inside layers with su-

perconducting currents around the core that are confined to the layers. Such a model

is relevant because, under the condition _c << s, the superconducting order parameter

is very small in the space between iayers. This pancake model [4] stresses the fact

that vortices in Josephson-coupled systems are a set of particle-like interacting objects

(pancake 2D vortices) rather than continuous lines as in isotropic superconductors.

Obviously, the fluctuations of such particles in the lattice are stronger than those of

the lines because of weak coupling of pancakes in different layers.

The analogy between crystal lattice and vortex lattice in Josephson-coupled su-

perconductors is obvious. The excitations of the vortex lattice are distortions of

pancakes from their equilibrium positions in the ideal structure, while the crystal lat-

tice excitations (phonons) are distortions of ions. Thus the description of the elastic

energy of distortions in terms of elastic moduli is identical in both cases [1, 2]. To

stress this similarity we refer to the vortex lattice excitations as vortons. However,

there are also some differences:
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1. The concentration of vortices and the maximum (Debye) frequency of vortons can

be changed in a very broad interval by changing the magnetic field B. This allows

the study of the vortex lattice and vortons at different densities of constitutive "par-

ticles". In fact, magnetization is response of the system to a change in concentration

of pancakes. For a crystal lattice the change of ions concentration is possible also by

applying a pressure, but in a very limited interval.

2. The motion of vortices is damped because they are embedded in a viscous medium.

As a result, vortons are overdamped oscillators while phonons are ideal oscillators.

In both systems the low temperature thermodynamic properties are determined

by quantum dynamics of constitutive "particles". Thus for vortons at low T we need

quantum theory for overdamped oscillators while phonons are described by standard

oscillator model. At high temperatures, near T_, the classical approach is valid, and

all the dynamics drops out.

Note that macroscopic quantum tunneling of vortices was studied previously;

it causes the relaxation of nonequilibrium magnetization at very low temperatures

[5]. Recently Blatter and Ivlev discussed a possible effect of quantum fluctuations of

vortices on the melting line using Lindermann criterion and quantum expression for

averaged squared distortions of vortices in the model of overdamped oscillator [6].

II. CLASSICAL DYNAMICS OF VOP_TONS

We consider the mixed phase in fields B along c-axis and of a dense vortex lattice,

Hci << B<< H=2. At these fields the amplitude of the superconducting order parame-

ter is fixed everywhere except for the small volume fraction inside the normal cores of

vortices. We describe the phase fluctuations of the superconducting order parameter

in terms of fluctuations of vortices. We do not consider here the fluctuations of the
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vortex form (see [7].

We introduce the coordinates of pancakes r,_(t) = [x,,_,(t), y,w(t)], where the inte-

ger n labels the layers and u stands for pancake positions in a given layer. Assuming

0 to be0 from the equilibrium positions r_distortions of vortices u,_(t) = r_(t) - r_

small, we obtain the elastic energy of distortions:

Ss la (2.1)
k,q

: k2e,(k,q) c_ + c44Q_, e,(k,q) = c66k2+ c44Q2, (2.2)

where css, cll and c44 are the flux lattice shear, compression, and tilt moduli, Q2 =

2(1 - cosq)/s 2. Here ut and ut are the amplitudes of transverse (t) and longitudinal

(1) distortions, and

u(k, q, t) = _o-_- _ un_,(t) exp(ikrr,, + iqn). (2.3)

Summation over momentum k and q is restricted to the first Brillouin zone: ]k <_K0

and Iq] < x; i = t, I. In the limit of high anisotropy "y > _b/s the moduli are given

by [1, 2]'

B_o B(I)o

ca1- 4_rA_bk2, c66- (87rAsh)2, (2.4)

B¢,oC44 -- 327r2)ObQ2In 1 + K--_ '

where A_band A_ = O',_b are penetration lengths for currents along layers and in the

perpendicular direction respectively, and Ko2 = 47rB/(I)0. Here c44 is due to magnetic

coupling of pancakes induced by intralayer currents, the Josephson contribution to

C44 is small at _/>> A_b/s.

We treat each vorton with index (i, k, q), where i = t, l, as an overdamped oscil-

lator with phenomenological viscosity coefficient, 77,ignoring the small vortex mass.

The Langevin equation for a classical overdamped oscillator is:
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@it+ eu = f(t), (f(t)f(t')> -- 2_TT6(t- t'), (2.5)

where u(t) is the oscillator coordinate and f(t) is the random force modeled by white

noise.

Viscosity 7_describes the interaction of a vortex with the environment, see [10]. In

the following we use the viscosity 77= _¢o/B per unit length of vortex. Commonly,

77is estimated using the Bardeen-Stephen express, m:

¢g
= (2.6)

where p,, is the normal state resistivity. This contribution arises because moving

vortex induces an electric field, and quasiparticles provide ohmic losses. For high-T¢

superconductors at low temperatures Bardeen-Stephen mechanism may not work, see

discussion below. We take r/as a frequency independent phenomenological parameter

to be determined experimentally.

III. QUANTUM THEORY OF VORTONS

To describe the low temperature behavior of vortons we use the quantum de-

scription of an overdamped oscillator in Matsubara frequency representation [10].

Such approach provides the treatment for frequency dependent viscosity coefficient

_(w,,), where w,_ = 21rmT/h are Matsubara frequencies. The action, $, for a damped

oscillator corresponding to the classical Eq. (2.5) is:

$ : _2 _ S{u=}, u..,. = y_ u=(r) exp(-iw.d-),
i=t,l k,q m

hsB 2

${u:} - 2T@o2 _ [rl(w,_) w.+1+ e:] u_,,,,I2, (3.1)

Here we use index a for oscillator with indexes (i,k,q). In the action we use the

frequency dependent viscosity 7/(w._) = flog(win), where g(w,.,) = [1 + (Iwml/ft)"] and

n is an integer (actually, odd n correspond to the frequency dependent mass term
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of the vortex, and even n to the viscous term). The frequency 9t provides a cut-off

for summation over win. One can argue that fi is determined by the energy gap,

_ A/h, because oscillations of a vortex with higher frequencies result in effective

excitations of quasiparticles, and the vortex as object becomes meaningless.

Using Eq. (3.1) we obtain the following relations for the free energy F_:

/ /  Fo(BT), (3.2)i_ (2_)__ 'F_(T, B) = _

OF_ 1 1 f Vu= [u.,_[ 2exp [-S{u.}/h]

T_02 _ 1 (3.3)_B' -_ _(_)1_1 + _

Here F,(k, q) is the free energy for oscillator (i,k,q). The total free energy in the

mixed phase (except the term B2/87r) is:

¢0B /3H_2

F = Fml + F_, F,,,/= 327r_A_bin B ' (3.4)

where we use the London result for the mean field free energy F,,! of the vortex lattice,

and/3 is a numerical coefficient. These results do not take into account pinning, and

they are valid in the reversible regime only, where pinning is unimportant.

The relations (3.2)-(3.4) are sufficient to calculate the slope in dependece of mag-

netization on magnetic field, dM/dln B = BO2F,,/O2B, which will be discussed in the

following (but not M and F_). To calculate the low temperature entropy of vortons,

S,, = -OF,,/OT, and then specific heat the additional consideration is necessary, we

use the fact that at n = I we can replace in a simple way the summation over wm in

( u=l 2} by integration over real frequencies [10]"

OF= 1 2}

_o2
/0_ ,o_ _othh_ (3.5)= 2_B_ d_[M_ - _,(k,q)]_+_0__ 2-Y'

6
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where M = r/o/f_.We getforentropySo oftheoscillatora therelation:

= (.3.6)

fo_ h_oW2 hw
_
- 4_sB2T _ [Mw2 _ e_]2 + _02w2sinh-2 2T'

Next, we integrate over e_, from e_ to co using the fact that So --* 0 at e_ --, co

(in this limit frequencies of oscillators increase infinitely, and only ground states

are occupied). In the expression obtained we can put M = 0 because integral over

frequencies is convergent, and the main contribution comes from w < T << _. Finally

we get"

S,(T,B) = B dm m arctan _ (3.7)Trios sinh 2m hF_

where F_. = e_/_ are frequencies of vortons [1]. The characteristic frequencies in the

problem are the maximum frequency of the tilt vortons, wt = c44Q_/_, at q = 7r,

the maximum frequency of the shear vortons co, = cssKg/_ = B¢0/16_rl_br; and the

maximum frequency of compression vortons at (k = g0) wc = 4w, [1]; in anisotropic

superconductors wt << w,,wc. Thus we and w_ play the role of Debye frequencies for

shear and compression vortons.

IV. VISCOSITY COEFFICIENT

To viscosity coefficient, which determines the dynamics of vortices, may be obtain

from resistivity in flux flow regime, i.e. in the presence of high transport currents. For

this purpose Cho et al. measured the magnetic field dependence (B I c, 0 < B _<7

T) of the in-plane resistivity of a Bi (2:2:1:2) single crystal. As shown in Fig. 1,

the flux-flow regime was almost achieved at T = 70 K only in fields above 1 T. The

measured resistivity provides only the lower limit for flux-flow resistivity pff because

pinning may still present. Therefore, using the expression pff = B%o/C_7;, the upper

limit for the viscosity coefficient, 77£ 2.3.10 -_ g/cm.s was extracted at T = 70 K.
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Measurements of I-V characteristics of a Bi (2:2:1:2) single crystal were performed

also by Hagen and Samoilov [12] at temperature 58 K in the field B = 1 T and

current densities up to 3000 A/cm 2. They provide a lower limit for flux-flow resistivity

p//_ 1.66.10 -s ohm.cm, which determines the upper limit for viscosity, 'q _<1.2,10 -7

g/cm.s.

These values are about an order of magnitude smaller than the Bardeen-Stephen

viscosity Eq. 2.6, estimated by use of normal state resistivity p,_ _ (4 - 4.5) . 10-5

ohm.cm (as extrapolated from a temperature interval above T=), and zero tempera-

ture correlation length _=b(0) = 20 /_. The obtained values of r/, much smaller than

Bardeen-Stephen viscosity, may be explained by the two-dimensional nature of pan-

cake vortices and by the very small region with size _ _=boccupied by the 2D vortex

core. In such a region electron scattering is almost absent and we are in fact in the

clean limit. (Mean free electron path / is larger than the size of this region and such

average values as / and electron scattering time become meaningless as applied to

such 2D regions). Besides, due to small size of the core, _=b,the gap for quasiparticles

inside the core, A2/EF (see [13]), is quite small as compared with T at low T. Thus at

low T dissipation due to quasiparticles may be much smaller than Bardeen-Stephen

viscosity.

For 7?_ 10-_ g/cm-s and A=b_ 2200 /_ we estimate w_/B ,_, 20 K/T. This scale

show that quantum fluctuations in fields above 5 T are important at all temperatures

except narrow interval near Tc where upper cut-off, _ ._ A(T)/h, becomes smaller

than T. This is region of thermal fluctuations.

V. LOW TEMPER.ATUttE SPECIFIC HEAT OF THE VORTEX LATTICE

The vorton contribution to the specific heat, C., at T << hw_,cllK_/@ is [14]"

c9S,, 20"tr2ksT A_b_7 B

C. = T 0--T-= 3h_,o2s In Bc + Bp" (5.1)
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Here Be = wt)_br//(bo characterizes pancake interactions in different layers, and the

term Bp = r_oK2p/47r takes into account the effect of weak pinning; K_ -1 is the corre-

lation length of pancake ordering inside the layers. The specific heat Cv is linear in T

because of the nonvanishing density of states at w = 0 for the overdamped quantum

oscillator. At T >> 0_c we get classical result C, = kBB/@os, and vortex contribution

can be identified by crossover from quantum to classical result at T ,_ liwc.

Note, that there exists, also, the mean field contribution, C,,_! = -TO2F,,_f/O2T,

because of the temperature dependence of A=band H_2 in Fmj, [15]. The most impor-

tant is the temperature dependence of H,2, and in a clean BCS-type superconductor,

C,,,i ,_ TB/8_r2A_bT{. This contribution is also linear in T. It is proportional to B,

while the vorton contribution increases only logarithmically in B in the case of weak

pinning. For 7/_ 10-7 g/cm.sec in the field 7 T, the vorton contribution is about the

same as the mean field one. At lower fields the vorton contribution dominates.

The scale of C,,/T is about 100 erg/K2.cm 3. In the temperature interval far below

T_ but above 1 K the vortex lattice contribution to the specific heat is smaller than

that of phonons. However, at T << To, the vortex lattice specific heat is larger than any

possible contribution of quasiparticles even in the case of gapless superconductivity.

VI. REVERSIBLE MAGNETIZATION IN THE MIXED STATE

The effect of thermal vortex fluctuations on the reversible magnetization in highly

anisotropic Bi- and Tl-based high-To superconductors near Tc was studied previously

both experimentally and theoretically. The fluctuations of pancake vortices contribute

to the free energy via an entropy term and result in the formation of a crossing point:

all M(T) curves for different fields Hcl << B _< He2 cross at a point T = T*, which

lies close to T_ [16], and M(T*) = T*/@oS, where s is the interlayer spacing [8, 9].

This behavior is shown in Fig. 2. It is quite different from that predicted by the mean
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field theory of type II superconductors: in such an approach the absolute value of

diamagnetic moment is a decreasing function of the field at T < T_.

Recently Li and Suenaga [17] found that in the highly anisotropic Bi (2:2:1:2) su-

perconductor the low temperature behavior of reversible magnetization also deviates

from the predictions of the standard (mean field) London model: the slope of the

curves M vs In B is a decreasing function of the field at all temperatures below 70

K where reversible magnetization can be observed; the decrease as high as 50% was

found as the field increases from 0.3 to 7 T. The mean field London approach predicts

this slope to be field independent. The elaborated version of the mean field approach,

which takes into account overlapping of the normal cores, predicts a change of slope

in the fields of the order He2 [18], but the scale of fields where changes were observed

is by an order of magnitude smaller.

The observed change of slope may be explained taking into account the quan-

tum (zero point) oscillations of vortices [11]. The region of quantum fluctuations,

hf_ _ A(T) >> h¢o, >> T, is very broad; practically the quantum regime covers all

temperatures except the narrow interval near To, where A(T) < T. In the quan-

tum regime F,, is the zero point energy of overdamped oscillators (vortons). This

additional term depends on B and contributes to dM/dln B.

Using Eqs. (3.2)-(3.3)_v_ get:

dM _o
- (6.1)

d in B 327r2'_b

T{_o_[_oc+2lw.,lg(w.,)]_.: + _o. }2 ¢0 +

At f_ < T only one term m = 0 remains in the sum. It corresponds to the classical

expression [8]:

dM @o T
- (6.2)

din B 32a'_,_b .9_o"

i0
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The crossing point T* is determined as temperature at which right hand side is zero,

and M becomes field independent at this point.

Let us consider results for T = 0. Then summation over w,, may be replaced by

integration in the interval (-fl, +fl). At any n we obtain at B << BQ"

d__._M__M_ _o 9hfl BIn B.__QQ (6.3)
d in B - 327r2)_b 8_rsq>oBQ B '

and for B >> Be, in the large n limit, we get:

dM _o hn (6.4)
din B = 32_r_b _rSOo"

Here BQ = 4_r_br/0_/q_o is the scale of magnetic field which characterizes the quan-

tum correction.

Note, that above irreversibility line vortices are likely to be in a liquid phase.

Though our calculations are done for a lattice, they are valid in a liquid phase as well

because fluctuations with large momenta k _ Ko contribute mainly to dM/dln B;

they are determined by short range order in the ab plane.

The theoretical curves for T = 35 (55) K with parameters n = 4, h_ = 1200

(1100) K, r/0 = 0.48.10 -7 (0.43.10 -7) g/cm.s, _,b = 2100 (2300)/_, and experimental

results for sample A are shown in Fig. 3. Here are shown also the theoretical curves

for T = 35 (54) K with parameters hg_ = 830 K, 770= 0.52.10 -7 (0.4.10 -7) g/cm.s,
_

_,b = 2040 (2250) /_, and experimental results for the sample B. The experimental

results and fitting parameters for these two samples are quite close. We can conclude

that the observed effect is almost sample independent. The fitting values of _/0are

close to those estimated from flux-flow resistivity. The fitting parameters for _ are

3-4 times larger than A(0) _ 3T_ and seem to be reasonable taking into account that

data in the limited interval of fields below 7 T do not allow determination of n and

very accurately.
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The torque measurements done by Martinez e_ al. [19] for Bi(2:2:1:2) single

crystal provide reversible magnetization for T >_47.7 K up to 85 K at higher fields

up to 20 T. They are shown in Fig. 4. We see that in high fields (above 10 T)

clM/clln B saturates in accordance with Eq. (6.4), i.e. parameter n should be large.

At T = 47.7 K we estimate hfl _. 200 K. This value and above mentioned values A,b

and eta0 get estimate for crossover field BQ _ 4 T in accordance with experimental

data. The experimental data shown in Fig. 4 are also in accordance with prediction

that quantum regime of fluctuations occurs practically at all temperatures except

narrow interval near To: all curves at T _<80 K show saturation typical for quantum

fluctuations. At T >_ 85 K classical regime realizes, here eIM/gln B becomes field

independent.

In conclusion, quantum fluctuations of vortices effect strongly the thermodynamic

properties of the mixed state at high fields in strongly anisotropic high-T_ supercon-

ductors practically at all temperatures except narrow interval near T_. Quantum

fluctuation approach explain recent experimental data for reversible magnetization

in Bi(2:2:1:2) above 35 K. The measurements of specific heat in mixed state of this

superconductor should be done to understand the role of quantum fluctuations at

lower temperatures.
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FIGURES

FIG. 1. The in-plane resistivity vs magnetic field H I c at different temperatures and

high current density 1460 A/cm 2. The flux-flow regime (resistivity is linear in field) is

achieved at T = 70 in fields above 1 T.

FIG. 2. Experimenta data for magnetization in Bi(2:2'1:2) [16]

FIG. 3. The dependence dM/dln B vs B for: sample A (open symbols) for T = 35

g (circles) and T = 55 K (squares); sample B (closed symbols) for T = 35 K (circles) and

T = 54 K (squares). The solid lines are the theoretical fits for (from top to bottom): sample

B (T = 35 K), sample A (T = 35 K), sample B (T = 54 g), and sample A (T = 55 K).

FIG. 4. dM_/dlnB vs B. for temperatures ranging from 42.0 down to 85 K. Here we

see a clear saturation of the logarithmic slope for fields above 10 T.
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